
Tuesday, May 5
Against the Sun (PG) Adventure/War
True World War II story of three US Navy airmen whose bomber 
crashes in the South Pacific, stranding them on a tiny life raft.
Albert Schweitzer (NR) Drama
Landmark biopic about the legendary medical missionary who 
received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work in west central Africa.
Amira & Sam (NR) Comedy/Romance
An army veteran’s unlikely romance with an Iraqi immigrant is put to 
the test when she is faced with the prospect of deportation.
Black or White (PG13) Drama -- Octavia Spencer, Kevin Costner
A grieving widower is drawn into a custody battle over his 
granddaughter, whom he helped raise her entire life.
Black Sea (R) Action -- Jude Law
A rogue submarine captain pulls together a misfit crew to go after a 
sunken treasure rumored to be lost in the depths of the Black Sea
Dancing on the Edge (NR) Drama -- Chiwetel Ejiofor, Matthew Goode
Miniseries about a black jazz band that becomes entangled in the 
aristocratic world of 1930s London.
Days of Grace (NR) Foreign/Crime Drama (Mexico)
In Mexico City, a cop, a hostage and a wife find their destinies 
intertwined against the backdrop of three Soccer World Cups.
Elza (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
A young Parisian woman of Caribbean descent returns to her native 
island of Guadeloupe looking for the father she has never known.
A Few Best Men (NR) Comedy/Romance -- Rebel Wilson, Laura Brent
A groom and his three best men travel to the Australian outback for a 
wedding.
The Frontier (NR) Drama
An estranged son travels back home to confront his overbearing 
father to see if there is any relationship left between them.
Futuro Beach (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
A lifeguard tries to restart his life in Berlin after his rescue attempts of 
a drowning man fail.
God’s Slave (NR) Foreign/Drama (Venezuela)
A devoutly Jewish detective is hot on the trail of a sleeper agent 
anxious to take out a major target.
Hoovey (NR) Drama
A midwestern couple must cope with the unexpected, debilitating 
illness of their son.
Last 5 Years (PG13) Musical/Romance
A romantic comedy told through songs about a talented novelist who 
falls in love with a struggling actress.

Lost River (R) Suspense -- Christina Hendricks
Ryan Gosling directs this dark tale about a single mother who is led into 
a macabre underworld in order to save her family.
Love Rosie (R) Romance/Comedy
Rosie and Alex have been best friends since they were 5, so they 
couldn’t possibly be right for one another romantically... or could they?
Miss Julie (PG13) Drama -- Jessica Chastain, Colin Farrell
In 1890, an unsettled daughter of the Anglo-Irish aristocracy 
encourages her father’s valet to seduce her.
Mr Turner (R) Drama -- Timothy Spall
Director Mike Leigh explores the last quarter century of the great and 
eccentric British painter J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851).
Murder of a Cat (NR) Comedy
When someone murders his beloved cat, Clinton demands justice and 
takes matters into his immature hands.
The Nun (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
A young girl with a natural talent for music is dismayed when her 
parents send her off to a convent, expecting her to become a nun.
Selma (PG13) Drama -- David Oyelowo, Carmen Ojogo, Oprah Winfrey
A chronicle of Martin Luther King’s campaign to secure equal voting 
rights via an epic march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama in 1965.
Spare Parts (PG13) Drama -- George Lopez
Four undocumented Mexican-American high school students dream to 
compete against MIT in a National Underwater Robotics Competition.
Winter Sleep (NR) Foreign/Drama (Turkey)
A retired actor inherits a small hotel where he is ensconced with his 
recently divorced sister and his much younger discontented wife. 

Friday, May 8
Fifty Shades of Grey (R) Chick Flick -- Dakota Johnson, Jamie Dornan
A literature student’s life changes forever when she meets a handsome, 
yet tormented, billionaire.

Tuesday, May 12
Beloved Sisters (NR) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
Two aristocratic sisters fall in love with the same controversial young 
writer and hothead Friedrich Schiller.
Blackhat (R) Crime Drama -- Chris Hemsworth, Viola Davis
A furloughed convict and his American and Chinese partners hunt a 
high-level cybercrime network across the globe.
Champs (NR) Sports/Documentary
A documentary on boxing greats Mike Tyson, Evander Holyfield and 
Bernard Hopkins examines their lives in and out of the ring.
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Dinosaur Island (NR) Adventure/Fantasy
A vacation becomes the adventure of a lifetime as a boy finds himself 
stranded in a world filled with ghost ships and prehistoric creatures. 
The Girl is in Trouble (NR) Crime Thriller
A failed Lower East Side DJ struggling to keep his life together 
becomes entangled in a murder mystery involving a desperate woman.
Icetastrophe (NR) Action/Disaster
A small town’s annual holiday party becomes the epicenter of a 
catastrophe when a meteorite threatens to destroy all human life.
Just Before I Go (R) Comedy
On the verge of giving up on life, a guy travels to his hometown to 
make amends.
Mortdecai (PG13) Comedy -- Johnny Depp, Gwenyth Paltrow
A debonair art dealer traverses the globe armed only with his good 
looks and special charm in a race to recover a stolen painting.
San Andreas: The Next Megaquake (NR) Documentary
This perhaps mistitled BBC doc explores what could happen when-- 
not if--the Pacific Northwest is hit with a megathrust quake.
Sleepwalker (NR) Suspense
Shocking family secrets shatter a woman’s quiet country life in this 
psychosexual thriller.
Still Alice (R) Drama -- Julianne Moore
Oscar winning performance by Julianne Moore about a woman 
struggling with early onset Alzheimer’s disease. 
These Final Hours (NR) Disaster
As yet another meteor speeds toward earth, the world’s citizens have 
12 hours to embrace their fate.
Tracers (PG13) Action -- Taylor Lautner
Wanted by the Chinese mafia, a New York City bike messenger 
escapes into the world of parkour after meeting a beautiful stranger.
Two Men in Town (R) Drama -- Forest Whitaker
An ex-con struggles to rebuild his life while being hounded by a small 
town sheriff.
A Year in Champagne (NR) Documentary
With renowned wine importer Martine Saunier as our guide, we get a 
rare glimpse behind the scenes into the real Champagne.

Tuesday, May 19
All the Wilderness (NR) Drama
On the verge of being sent away to school, a rebellious teen parties 
across Portland’s underground music scene.
American Sniper (R) War/Drama -- Bradley Cooper, Sienna Miller
A Navy SEAL sniper finds that back at home with his family after four 
tours of duty, he can’t leave the war behind.
Before I Disappear (NR) Drama
A troubled young man and his niece embark on a thrilling odyssey 
through New York City in this drama based on an Oscar-winning short.
Blue Room (R) Foreign/Drama (France)
Two adulterous lovers go from pillow talk to possible murder in this 
sexy, brain-teasing thriller. 
Cymbeline (R) Crime Drama -- Ethan Hawke, Dakota Johnson
An all-star cast lead this gritty story of a take-no-prisoners war between 
dirty cops and an outlaw biker gang.
Despite the Gods (NR) Documentary
Cinema’s prodigal daughter Jennifer Lynch braves the unmapped 
territory of Bollywood-Hollywood movie making, 
Girlhood (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
Oppressed by life situation and family, a young woman tries reinvention 
after meeting a group of free-spirited girls.
Hot Tub Time Machine 2 (NR) Comedy/Off the Wall
When Lou finds himself in trouble, Nick and Jacob fire up the hot tub 
time machine once again in an attempt to get back to the past. 
Leviathan (R) Foreign/Drana (Russia)
In a Russian coastal town, a man is forced to fight the corrupt mayor 
when he is told that his house will be demolished.

Living (R) Drama/Suspense
A man’s life is torn apart when he awakens from a blackout to discover 
he has severely beaten his wife.
Maya: The Bee Movie (G) Family
Freshly hatched bee Maya is a little whirlwind and simply won’t follow 
the rules of the hive.
Seek (NR) Drama/Studio Q
A shy, budding young writer attempts to shake off the torment of lost 
love while taking an assignment profiling an alluring club promoter.
Strange Magic (PG) Family/Fantasy
A madcap fairy tale musical inspired by “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” 
that features popular songs from the past six decades.
3 Holes & a Smoking Gun (NR) Crime/Thriller
An ex-Hollywood screenwriter, now teaching in New York, finds himself 
in a battle of wits with a devious screen writing student.

Tuesday, May 26
Assassin’s Game (R) Action -- Tom Sizemore, Vivica Fox
A retired hit man reluctantly accepts another mission when his son, 
who has followed in his footsteps, fails to take out an important target.
Ballet 422 (PG) Documentary/Music
Emerging choreographer Justin Peck crafts a new work for the New 
York City Ballet.
Cut Bank (R) Thriller
A young man’s life unravels after witnessing a murder that he filmed in 
his rural town of Cut Bank.
Da Sweet Blood of Jesus (NR) Thriller
Dr. Hess Green becomes cursed by a mysterious ancient African 
artifact and is overwhelmed with a newfound thirst for blood.
Dial a Prayer (PG13) Family/Drama -- Brittany Snow, William H. Macy
A young woman is sentenced to community service working in a 
prayer request call center.
Gun Woman (NR) Foreign/Thriller (Japan)
A brilliant doctor on a quest for revenge buys a young woman and 
trains her to be the ultimate assassin.
The Loft (R) Suspense -- James Marsden, Karl Urban
Five married guys secretly share a penthouse to indulge in secret 
affairs, until they discover the body of an unknown woman in the loft.
Magician: Work and Life of Orson Welles (NR) Documentary
A look at the remarkable genius of Hollywood star and director Orson 
Welles on the eve of his centenary.
Seventh Son (PG13) Adventure/Fantasy -- Jeff Bridges, Julianne Moore
Man’s only hope lies in the seventh son of a seventh son after a 
powerful witch is released from imprisonment after many years.
Sword of Vengeance (NR) Action/Adventure
A Norman prince, freed from slavery, seeks revenge on his father’s 
murderer--his own uncle.

New Horror Films
Pyramid (R) – 5/5
Drownsman (NR) – 5/12
Extra Terrestrial (NR) – 5/12

New TV Releases
Bridge: Season 2 (NR) – 5/5
Broadchurch: Season 2 (NR) – 5/5
Halt & Catch Fire: Season 1 (NR) – 5/5
Masters of Sex: Season 2 (NR) – 5/5
Mr Selfridge: Season 3 (NR) – 5/5
Murder in the First: Season 1 (NR) – 5/12
Power: Season 1 (NR) – 5/12
Call the Midwife: Season 4 (NR) – 5/19
Orange is the New Black: Season 2 (NR) – 5/19
Hello Ladies: Season 1 and The Movie (NR) – 5/26
Ray Donovan: Season 2 (NR) – 5/26
Sons of Liberty (Miniseries) (NR) – 5/26

Some titles may not be available at both locations, but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.

Ghoul (NR) – 5/12
Raiders of the Lost Shark (NR) – 5/12
Let Us Prey (NR) – 5/26


